The staff of the enterprise is a team of skilled technical
workers and employees, who are able to solve any set
tasks. Currently the enterprise has all the necessary
materials and human resources at its disposal in order
to carry out various types of wagon, container, railway
track, and railway crossing inspections and repair
operations.

Contacts:
15 k-1 Eksporta street
Riga, LV-1045, Latvia
Phone: +371 67559980
Fax: +371 67280271
vs@rto.lv; www.rto.lv/vs

YOUR RELIABLE BUSINESS PARTNER

COMPANY PROFILE

MAIN TYPES OF ACTIVITY
Container repair and cleaning

LLC “Riga Commercial Port” (RTO) is the leading investor, developer and operator of port assets and
transportation related service companies in the Republic of Latvia.

container inspection;
issuing repair related documents;

RTO consists of enterprises that provide terminal services, railway freight transportation and forwarding,
infrastructure and utility line management on the premises of Riga port.

malfunction codification and input into the “Axapta”
program ;
coordination of repair operations with the container
owner or lessee;

MAIN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES:
terminal operations

container repair in accordance with the “Container
Inspection Manual”;

railway transportations and forwarding
port infrastructure development

photo report;

RTO is the sole owner of LLC “RTO Vagonu serviss”.

warranty;

“RTO Vagonu serviss” was founded at the end of 2009. The enterprise provides integrity monitoring of all types of
incoming and outgoing rolling stock freight wagons. The enterprise specialists determine and perform
corresponding repair operations in case of wagon malfunction. In addition, the company conducts railway track
and crossing repair and handling operations as well as asphalt works.

organization of container cleaning.

Freight wagon inspection, repair and
maintenance operations
wagon inspection and repair;
wagon repair coordination and supervision on Latvian,
Lithuanian, and Estonian railway tracks;
representation of freight wagon owner / lessee
interests in disputable situations;
payment for the repair;
freight wagon spare parts.

“RTO VAGONU SERVISS” PROVIDED SERVICES
technical inspection of incoming and outgoing wagons;

Track structure / railway and crane way tracks

technical inspection of empty wagons;
inspection of carriage safety systems and joint strength;

railway and crane way track maintenance, reconstruction and overall repair;
railway crossing maintenance, reconstruction and overall repair;

technical inspection of carriages` running gear, brake and automatic attachment systems, body, roof and
frame;

railway and crane way track capital construction;

wagon repair, replacement of separate units and parts.

railway crossing capital construction;
parts of track structure (rails, crossties, railway points, etc.);

“RTO Vagonu serviss” provides services to the enterprises of RTO group, at the same time improving the service
range provided to other enterprises that operate in the Port of Riga. The enterprise operates in close cooperation
with the “Latvian Railway” company in accordance with the safety certificate issued by the State Railway
Technical Inspectorate of the Republic of Latvia.

asphalt paving works of any complexity.

